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MOBILE OUTREACH 
RECOVERY ENGAGEMENT
[MORE]

One of our primary driving principles as an
organization is to push toward broadening the scope
of what is societally accepted or defined as
"recovery." At the LRCC, we always assert that a
person is in recovery whenever they say they are.
While this certainly will look different from person to
person, the only "right path" for anyone is they path
that they choose. Because of the ever-evolving
nature of substance use in any form, it is clear that
recovery services and support must also remain
adaptable and innovative. With this is mind, we are
thrilled to be working with our partners to pioneer
Kentucky's very first mobile recovery units!
 
Made possible through grants attained alongside the
Kentucky Harm Reduction Coalition and Voices of
Hope in Lexington, the Mobile Outreach Recovery
Engagement (MORE) initiative will seek to provide
services to those who are not reached by traditional
recovery support - because of current life
circumstances or perhaps simply because the lack of
comfortability that some individuals feel regarding an
office or clinical treatment setting. Transportation
and stigma are two of the primary barriers to
receiving recovery support and care; the MORE unit
will be taking services directly to where they are
needed - meting people where they are, both literally

and figuratively.

Hours & locations 
determined by local needs, 

with regular hours each 
week (including evenings and 

weekends)

...currently use drugs
...are experiencing 

houselessness or hunger
...engaging in sex work

...seeking nontraditional 
(non-abstinence-based) 

recovery
...residents in historically 

underserved neighborhoods
...those with transportation 

difficulties

For people who...



DRUG COURT ALUMNI 
SUPPORT GROUP

If you have participated in or graduated from Drug Court, be sure to

take advantage of this new opportunity to give and receive support

with your fellow alumni! Started as an opportunity to give back to

other Drug Court participants and serve the community through

teaching and participating relevant classes, this weekly meeting

primarily seeks to become a place to facilitate relationships of mutual

support and fellowship among program alumni.

 

In-person meetings have already begun and virtual options (via Zoom)

are also available. Please feel free to reach out with any questions or

requests for further details: (502) 822-9570

Wednesdays @ 7:00 pm 
@ the LRCC

620 S. 3rd St. Suite #102



CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS!

In anticipation of the
February 15th launch of
our new mobile
recovery unit, we're in
need of enthusiastic
volunteers to help us
hit the ground running!
If you're interested in
helping us with this
ground-breaking
project, stop by the
LRCC or give us a call!
 

(502) 717-8321


